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Abstract — This paper presents a knowledge-based approach to human-agent mixed teams for distributed team training in CAST-DDD. CAST-DDD is a marriage between the multi-agent architecture CAST and the command-and-control simulation tool DDD, where CAST agents can replace some or all members on a DDD team. We explore the MALLET language in CAST to capture DDD teamwork knowledge that involve both humans and agents. To allow for adjustable autonomy of human team members, we provide a repetitive choice construct for embedding non-deterministic operations in human-agent team processes. To offer a visible picture of team status, team processes are visualized and tracked via an extended formalism of Predicate/Transition nets. In addition, we describe different communication and coordination methods for members of a human-agent mixed team as well as how agents reason about the dynamic, partially observable environment of the DDD simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Teamwork has become the most widely-accepted metaphor for capturing the nature of cooperation among multiple individuals (agents and/or humans) [1]. The advantage of teamwork results from a synergy among the team members, in which they combine their skills and resources and establish common communication protocols and decision-making procedures. Effective teamwork often relies on the acquisition of shared mental model, which is a common picture of the overall team goals, processes, and how each role fits in [2]. Due to the impact of mental models on team performance, fostering the development of shared mental models has been the target of practical methods for training teams [3, 4]. These team-training methods are of great importance not only for researchers to conduct empirical study on the key factors of effective teamwork, but also for modern industry to improve organizational productivity.

Multi-agent systems offer a potential for training teams that are geographically distributed. Intelligent software agents as automated teammates of human users on a team can make team training more flexible and cost-effective. With the help of such partner agents, any number of trainees (typically smaller than the team size) can be organized and trained as a team in geographically distributed teamwork settings. In addition to the traditional human-computer/agent interaction issue, however, the mixture of human users and partner agents raises significant challenges with respect to the notion of shared mental models for effective teamwork. A shared mental model may consist of shared ontology, goals, beliefs, team structure, and team process. Use of multiple agents for teamwork simulation often assumes a computational representation or approximation of shared mental models, especially team processes, such as Shared Plans [5, 6], or Team-Oriented Programming [7-9]. With the introduction of humans in the loop, characterizing the computational shared mental model or team process of a human-agent mixed team becomes more challenging. This is primarily due to full autonomy and non-determinism of human decision-making.

This paper, based on the work in [10], elaborates on a knowledge-based approach to human-agent mixed teams for distributed team training in CAST-DDD. CAST-DDD is a marriage between the multi-agent architecture CAST [11, 12] and the Command-and-Control (C2) simulation software DDD [13]. In CAST-DDD, software agents can replace any number of teammates on a DDD team. To do so, an explicit representation of expected human behaviors in human-agent team processes is highly desirable for several reasons [10]:

- A team process often requires individual team members to do certain actions at specific points of time. It may not always be feasible to describe a team process without specifying the responsibilities of some of the team members.
- Capturing the overall picture of a team process is important for teamwork design. The process for a human-agent mixed team can be independent of whether a role is played by an agent or human.
- For training purposes, the inclusion of human behaviors in human-agent team processes facilitates the representation of expert models, which specify what human trainees on a team are expected to do.

To capture teamwork knowledge that involves both humans and agents, CAST-DDD also extends the MALLET language with a repetitive choice construct for embedding non-deterministic operations in human-agent team processes [10]. This allows for adjustable autonomy of humans on a human-agent team. In this paper, we also exploit an extended formalism of Predicate/Transition (PrT) nets [14] to visualize
and track team processes so as to offer team members a visible picture of team status. In addition, we describe different communication and coordination methods for a human-agent mixed team as well as how agents reason about the dynamic, partially observable environment of the DDD simulation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. To facilitate our discussion, Section 3 gives an introduction to the CAST and the DDD. Section 4 presents the CAST-DDD architecture. Section 5 describes how to specify human-agent teamwork knowledge in MALLET and how to visualize and track team processes via extended PrT nets. Section 6 shows how agents reason about the dynamic, partially observable environment. In Section 7, we discuss how humans and agents communicate and coordinate with each other to accomplish team tasks. Section 8 concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Several computational models of teamwork have been proposed for the design of cooperative behavior among multiple software agents, such as BDI (Beliefs, Desires, and Intentions) model [15], joint intention theory [16, 17], shared plan model [5, 6], and team-oriented programming [7-9], etc. These models and relevant systems (e.g. STEAM [18, 19], GRATE* [17], SWARMM Air Mission Teams [20] and CAST [11, 12]) primarily fit into the context of agent teams, or using agents as assistants of humans. In most cases that involve humans, a human and some agent comprise a single team member per se.

The closest work to ours is Steve agents [21, 22], which are virtual humans in a virtual reality world for team training. The virtual humans can serve as instructors for individual students and substitute for missing team members, allowing students to practice team tasks without requiring all their human teammates. Agents’ tasks are represented by partially ordered plans. Each partially ordered plan consists of a set of actions, causal links, and ordering constraints. According to explicit speech acts in the task descriptions, humans and agents communicate through spoken dialogue. More recently, Steve agents have been empowered with negotiation and delegation capabilities [22]. While CAST-DDD and Steve agents share overall objectives, an essential difference is that Steve agents are not constructed in a team-oriented way in that they do not have an explicit representation of human-agent team structure and process, which are the key components of shared mental models. Given a team task, each Steve agent independently uses its task knowledge to complete individual task model. Another difference is that, for communication and coordination, CAST-DDD teams use operators, emails, and communication performatives, other than spoken dialogue.

The Teamcore [23] project has provided an agent integration architecture that enables a heterogeneous set of distributed agents from different research groups to work together to solve more complex problems. This architecture has also been applied to assist human collaboration by automating many of routine coordination tasks. The key ideas include the use of proxies that are capable of general teamwork reasoning and locating agents that match specified requirements. Although both software agents and humans may be involved in the architecture, the architecture and the language for team-oriented programming do not appear to support explicit description of team structure and process of a human-agent mixed team.

COLLAGEN [24, 25] models dialogue, a form of joint activity, between a user and an agent based on the shared plan model. The agent and the user can be viewed as a human-agent mixed team, but the difference in the context of teamwork is obvious. Nevertheless, it provides a potential tool for augmenting the interaction between humans and their partner/coaching agents in CAST-DDD.

Heinze et al [26] have presented a case study on modifying agent-only teams to human-agent teams. To include human-in-the-loop in the existing maritime patrol and surveillance simulation system, where intelligent agents were originally designed for modeling all human components, user interfaces were developed to allow air force personnel to replace agents that previously modeled them. The application was used for exploration, evaluation and development of tactics and procedures rather than for training. In contrast, our work is to add intelligent CAST agents to existing simulation systems, like the DDD, designed for humans. As indicated by their experience, this is more complex than adding humans to a system designed for intelligent agents [26].

The team-planning environment MokSAF [27] allows two or more commanders to interact with one another to plan routes in a terrain. Each commander needs to plan a route from a start point to a shared rendezvous point. The individual planning is done by either an automatic route-planning agent, or joint work between a naive route-planning agent and the commander. The agent analyzes the route drawn by the commander and helps the commander refine the existing plan. Then the commanders must evaluate their plans from a team perspective and iteratively modify these plans until an acceptable team solution is developed. Commanders and their route-planning agents are called a human-agent team. Strictly speaking, the team supported by MokSAF is a human team, where each team member is assisted with an agent.

In addition, research on human-agent teamwork in the area of human-computer interaction often refers to the teamwork (or more precisely, group work) between interface agents and human users that involves substantial coordination (e.g. [28]). Coordination, although important for teamwork, does not necessarily mean teamwork in our context. Our research is based on the idea that teamwork is characterized by the notion of shared mental model. Our focus is on human-agent mixed teams where agents are automated peers or teammates of humans, and more specifically on explicit representation of human-agent team structure and process. In this sense, there is little literature comparable to our work.
### 3. CAST AND DDD: AN OVERVIEW

To facilitate our discussion on human-agent mixed teamwork in CAST-DDD, this section gives a brief review on both the CAST and the DDD.

#### 3.1 CAST: Collaborative Agents for Teamwork

CAST is a multi-agent architecture for simulating teamwork [10, 11, 12]. It provides a prefix notation-based language, MALLET, for specifying team structure (membership, roles, and capabilities of individuals on the team) and teamwork process (i.e. plans for the team to perform the tasks). Agent capabilities are basic actions, or operators, of which agents are capable. Operators are specified in terms of preconditions and post-conditions. They need to be implemented in the specific application domain (e.g. DDD). Operators are also the basis for the hierarchical construction of team plans in the sense that they are atomic actions in a plan hierarchy. Individual or team plans are formed by operators, sub-plans, or arbitrary sequential, parallel, contingent, and iterative combinations.

The MALLET parser translates teamwork knowledge into extended PrT nets, an internal representation of agents’ shared mental model. This model keeps evolving in the course of plan execution, and agents make use of this evolving model to determine on-the-fly how individual actions fit together. Although each agent on a team has a copy of the PrT nets that represent the team plans, agents only perform their own part and coordinate with others by communicating on the control tokens when executing the team plans. In addition, CAST uses the logic language JARE [29] to specify agents’ knowledge and beliefs about their environment and teammates.

#### 3.2 DDD: Distributed Dynamic Decision-Making

DDD is a client-server simulation tool for capturing the essential elements of a wide variety of C2 tasks in a dynamic teamwork environment [13]. It allows the experimenter to vary team structure, access to information, and control of resources. The recent generations of DDD provide an extensive set of capabilities for implementing complex, synthetic C2 team tasks. According to the pre-specified scenario, the DDD simulation server coordinates all clients (or decision makers - DMs in DDD terminology). For example, the server notifies each simulation client when a new track is coming up at the designated time. The scenario definition language is used to configure various parameters of terrains, structure of decision makers, communication channels, resources (e.g. air bases and such assets or sub-platforms as fighters, AWACS crafts - Airborne Warning and Control Systems, tankers, and helicopters), and tracks (also called targets). It allows for random generation of some track parameters, such as appearing time, velocity, and maneuver data of tracks. Each DM can issue a number of commands to operate on air base, assets, and tracks. Each operation is sent to the server. The server in turn broadcasts a message to other clients, which update relevant information for the clients.

Each DM's base or launched asset has a detection ring radius and an identification ring radius (each asset also has other ring radiuses, e.g. the attack radius within which the asset can be used to attack a less powerful target). The DM can detect the presence or absence of any track within the detection ring, and discern the friendly or unfriendly nature of a track within the identification ring. Any track outside the detection ring was invisible to the DM. Each DM has also control of various types of vehicles, including AWACS crafts, tankers, helicopters, and jets. Each of these sub-platforms varies in range of vision, speed of movement, duration of operability, and weapons capacity. For instance, tankers are often defined as the most powerful yet the slowest vehicles. A detailed description about the DDD can be found in [13].

![Figure 1. The DDD task screen](image)

### 4. CAST-DDD

In CAST-DDD, agents can replace some or all of the DDD DMs and work as teammates of the rest human DMs. Fig. 2 shows the CAST-DDD architecture. Agents in the original CAST architecture make decisions through the agent kernel based on their teamwork knowledge specified in MALLET, and individual knowledge represented in JARE.

In the CAST-DDD architecture, agents can perform the same DDD commands as human players, e.g. identifying a track. These commands are basic operators for construction of
individual and/or team plans. When an agent issues such a command, the CAST Agent Kernel forwards it to the DDD Domain Actor through the CAST Domain Actor. Upon receiving the command, the DDD Domain Actor applies it to the DDD simulation as if a human user had issued the corresponding command.

**Figure 2. The CAST-DDD architecture [10]**

As will be discussed in Section 6, CAST-DDD agents have their individual knowledge about the simulation environment. Since the DDD environment is dynamic (e.g. targets may appear without prior knowledge to agents or players, targets are moving at different velocities and directions), agents do not maintain the information that is frequently changing (e.g. aircraft positions). When needed, agents obtain the current state of relevant information through the JareEngine Database Extension. It communicates with the CAST Domain Actor, which sends requests via the socket to the DDD Domain Actor. The DDD Domain Actor then queries the Local Simulation Database and returns the results to the CAST Domain Actor and the JareEngine Database Extension. Since the CAST and the DDD are implemented in Java and C, respectively, sockets are used for the communication of commands and data between the CAST agents and the DDD simulation environment. Different ways of agent communication will be discussed in Section 7.

5. **Human-Agent Mixed Teamwork in CAST-DDD**

In this section, we first discuss how to specify the structure and process of a human-agent mixed team, then describe the visualization and tracking of team processes based on extended PrT nets.

### 5.1 Specifying Human-Agent Team Structure

A team structure consists of membership and capabilities of team members, either agents or humans. For example, the MALLET specification, \( (\text{team DDDteam (DM1 DM2 DM3 DM4)}) \), defines DDDteam as a team of four members, DM1, DM2, DM3, and DM4. We can also specify which team members are played by software agents. For instance, the specification \( (\text{agents DM1 DM2 DM3}) \) indicates that team members DM1, DM2, and DM3 are played by software agents. DM4 by default is a human team member.

The capabilities of each agent or human team member are further specified in terms of the basic actions of which they are capable. In CAST-DDD, these actions refer to the commands available to the DDD players, including launching assets, transferring assets to teammates, identifying a track, pursuing a track, returning to base, etc. These DDD commands are abstracted as MALLET operators. Operators are specified by their preconditions and post-conditions (effects). They bridge the gap between team structure, team plans, and the simulation environment in the sense that:

- Capabilities as part of team structure are defined by a relation between agents and sets of operators;
- Operator invocation is the basic construct for building hierarchical individual and team plans; and
- Operators are implemented in the simulation environment.

The following MALLET specification describes the `launch` operator for launching an asset.

```plaintext
(ioper launch (?asset)
  (precond (owner self ?asset)
    (effect (launched ?asset))
  )
)
```

For a team member to issue the `launch` command, it (i.e. `self`) has to be the owner of the asset. This constraint forms the precondition of the `launch` command. After the team member has successfully performed the `launch` command, the status of the asset becomes launched, which is defined as the effect. The actual effect of executing a command, however, is determined by the specific implementation of the operator. The specified effect may include only part of the actual post-conditions of an operator (sometimes, it is hard to define the complete post-conditions). Nevertheless, there are three considerations on using effects for operator specification:

- Operator effects provide a resource for team members to reason about information flow among teammates, based on which the proactive information exchange is made possible in the CAST. For instance, according to the effect of `identify`, a DDD team member may obtain the friendly or unfriendly nature of a specific target from the teammate who has performed the operator `identify` on the target. In this case, the teammate is the provider of the information.
- As a part of an abstraction that separates specification from implementation details, the effect
specification, together with the precondition specification, helps to describe system design in a more understandable way.

- Operators and pre-defined sub-plans may be used to do dynamic planning for some complex tasks, which usually requires the complete specifications of preconditions and post-conditions.

Consider the following operator moveeto, which is corresponding to the DDD command for moving a launched asset to location (?x, ?y).

\[
\text{(ioper moveeto (?asset ?x ?y)}
\]

The moveeto operation does not guarantee that ?asset will be finally located at (?x ?y) because ?asset may run out of fuel, in which case ?asset will return to home base automatically. To guarantee that the asset is to be located at the destination location, a process of returning-to-base, re-launching, and re-locating may be used to deal with the cases when the asset is running low on fuel. As a matter of fact, for the purposes of plan abstraction and reuse, we have defined a number of frequently used processes like this as basic sub-plans.

Now we can define the capabilities of a team member in terms of operators of which the team member is capable. Although in general team members may have different capabilities, DDD team members often share capabilities (e.g. all the commands available in DDD) but have different resources (e.g. assets) and workload (e.g. number of targets). The following specification says that agents DM1, DM2, and DM3 are capable of such operations as moveeto, transfer, launch, returntobase, identify, attack, fusion, pursue, etc [10].

\[
\text{(capability (DM1 DM2 DM3))}
\]

5.2 Encoding Human-Agent Team Process

A team process refers to the procedure of how team members (agents and/or humans) will achieve their common goal. This is specified as team and individual plans, where the DDD commands are primitive operators. For example, when a team member has found, or been told by teammates, that an unidentified target is moving towards its area of responsibility, the member might launch an asset, move it toward the target, identify the target, attack the target if unfriendly and not more powerful, and then return the asset to its base. This procedure involving a single member can be formalized by the following two individual plans defend and handle-target, where handle-target is a sub-plan of defend:

\[
\text{(plan handle-target (?craft ?target))}
\]

The team member executing the defend plan uses asset ?craft to accomplish the task. After launched, the asset is directed to the designated position (?x, ?y). While ?target is beyond the identification range, ?craft will pursue the target. The team member will identify the target once it is within the identification range of ?craft. After the target is handled, the team member will return the asset to its base. Target handling is fulfilled by the handle-target sub-plan as follows: if the target is unfriendly and the asset is more powerful, the team member will attack the unfriendly target when the target reaches the attack range of its aircraft. If the target is friendly or the target is more powerful, the team member will transfer the information on the target to its teammates. When the defend plan is being executed, the CAST Agent Kernel sends the corresponding command to the DDD for each invocation of operators in the plan.

CAST-DDD supports two styles of human-agent teamwork:

- human-agent teams with loosely-coupled team processes; and
- human-agent teams with tightly-coupled team processes.

In the first approach, most of team plans are defined as individual ones and team members are relatively independent of each other in the team process. Cooperation primarily relies on explicit communication. Except for the mixture of humans and agents, this bears similarity to general multi-agent systems. The second involves substantial coordination in team-level plans. Both styles are useful for describing team-training scripts.

In a loosely coupled team process, each agent has their individual plans and cooperates with agent or human teammates via communication (communication will be discussed in Section 7). Nevertheless, we may still use team plans to describe the overall picture of a team process. The
following individual plan describes that agents DM1, DM2, DM3 perform their individual plans independently, yet in parallel.

```lisp
(plan teamtask-1
  (process
    (par
      (do DM1 (patrol AW 0.80 0.80))
      (do DM2 (defend JT 200 0.20 0.20))
      (do DM3 (defend HE 205 0.20 0.80))
    )
  )
)
```

The `teamtask-1` plan specifies that DM1 launches an AWACS (AW) craft to patrol its area of responsibility, whereas DM2 and DM3 launch their jet (JT) and helicopter (HE) to defend their areas of responsibility. 200 and 205 are identifiers of targets that have appeared on the screen. Consider DM4 as a human team member operating independently except for communication with partner agents. Since DM4 does not have any individual plan, he/she is fully autonomous and can do whatever the DDD client interface allows its user to do.

We may also define MALLET plans for a human team member. Such plans often indicate an expert model for suggesting what the human player should do under the given situations. A coaching agent can provide instructions and hints, validate user commands against the plan steps, and provide feedback regarding whether the user’s command is valid. This offers a trial-and-error style for training beginners step by step in training scenarios. Consider the following plan:

```lisp
(plan teamtask-2
  (process
    (par
      (do DM1 (patrol AW 0.80 0.80))
      (do DM2 (defend JT 200 0.20 0.20))
      (do DM3 (defend HE 205 0.20 0.80))
      (do DM4 (defend HE 210 0.80 0.20))
    )
  )
)
```

DM4’s actions should be those defined by plan invocation `(do DM4 (defend HE 210 0.80 0.20))`, although it is possible for DM4 to try any command the DDD client interface provides. DM4’s only valid operation for the first step of `(defend HE 210 0.80 0.20)` is launching a helicopter according to the `defend` plan. DM4’s operation will not take effect until it is consistent with the corresponding step in the plan. As such, the autonomy of a human team member would be limited if plans for this member are strictly procedural.

A parallel structure that involves different individuals refers to concurrent performance of individual plans. If a parallel structure of individual actions for the same team member (agent or human), the team member has the freedom to choose the ordering of actions and can only do one thing at a time (similar to the partial order semantics of concurrency). Consider the following parallel structure in an individual plan performed by DM4:

```lisp
(par
  (do (moveto AW 0.80 0.20))
  (do (moveto TK 0.75 0.25))
  (do (moveto HE 0.70 0.30))
)
```

DM4 can direct the vehicles (AWACS, tanker, and helicopter) to specified positions in the order of his/her own choice.

We can also describe tightly-couple team process, i.e., team process with more coordination among teammates. Consider a divisional scenario in the CAST-DDD [10], where DM3 possesses all the 4 AWACS crafts. Suppose DM3 transfers an AWACS craft to each teammate at the beginning of the game. Then each team member will use an AWACS craft to monitor his/her borders of the restricted area. Before the game is finished, each of DM3’s teammates will return the transferred AWACS craft to DM3. Therefore, DM3 needs to coordinate with each teammate for the transfer of an AWACS craft, and each teammate is not supposed to use the AWACS craft until DM3 has finished the entire transfer process. This scenario implies two basic forms of coordination:

- Operations like `transfer` require coordination between multiple team members; and
- Sequential steps involve multiple team members.

These coordination activities are fulfilled by the implementation of operators (e.g. `transfer`) and the CAST Agent Kernel, respectively. The following team plan describes the above scenario [10]:

```lisp
(plan teampatrol
  (process
    (seq
      (do DM3 (transfer AW1 DM1))
      (do DM3 (transfer AW2 DM2))
      (do DM3 (transfer AW4 DM4))
      (par
        (do DM1 (monitorAT AW1 0.8 0.8))
        (do DM2 (monitorAT AW2 0.2 0.2))
        (do DM3 (monitorAT AW3 0.2 0.8))
        (do DM4 (monitorAT AW4 0.8 0.2))
      )
      (do othertasks)
    )
  )
)
```

The `monitorAT` sub-plan consists of several sequential steps, including launching an asset, moving the asset through a series of specified positions, and identifying tracks within the identification ranges, etc. Each team member cannot enter the parallel structure to execute their individual `monitorAT` plan until DM3 has finished the transfer of AWACS crafts. For simplicity, other tasks are abstracted into the `othertasks` sub-plan, the doer of which is by default the team that is executing the `teampatrol` plan. The above plan could remain the same regardless of whether a team member is played by an agent or a human [10].

### 5.3 Adjusting Human’s Autonomy in Team Process

Generally speaking, humans and software agents on a team do have different behaviors. In CAST-DDD, human team members have to use the DDD client interface to perform actions manually, whereas software agents issue DDD commands automatically according their plans. On the other hand, specifying procedural plans may leave few choices for a human team member, which imposes a strong restriction on the human’s autonomy. It is highly desirable that humans on a human-agent team could have adjustable autonomy and make more non-deterministic decisions on their own.

Consider the above `teampatrol` plan. Suppose DM4, as a
human team member, needs to keep using a certain number or all of the DDD commands before returning the transferred AWACS to DM3 (i.e. within plan othertasks). There are many choices for each single step, and it is up to the human to make each choice. For instance, the human may first launch any asset of his/her own. After launching an asset, there are more choices: in addition to launching another asset, the human may either move the launched asset towards any position, or pursue one of many tracks, or identify one of many tracks, and so on.

In our approach, we represent such a process by using a repetitive choice construct:

```plaintext
(do DM4
   (while (cond (not (launched ?anyasset)))
   (choice
    (launch ?craft1 base4)
    (moveto ?craft2 ?x ?y)
    (pursue ?craft3 ?target1)
    (identify ?craft4 ?target2)
   )
  )
)
```

where all variables are unbound. Suppose DM4 has not launched any asset before the execution of this process. For the first step, DM4 can do nothing but launching an asset from base4. All other choices (moveto, identify, and pursue) are disabled because their preconditions (e.g. the use of a launched aircraft) are not satisfied. After DM4 has launched an asset, these choices become available.

The repetitive choice construct in CAST-DDD is designed for embedding non-deterministic operations in team processes. The BNF-style notation is shown below [10].

```plaintext
(do [<doer>]
   (while (cond <condition>)
   (choice
    (<operator-invocation>)*
   )
 ))
```

where <doer> is a human team member. If <doer> is omitted when the embedding plan is an individual one, the doer is the one that is executing the embedding plan. For an agent, the above construct means that, for each step when the loop condition evaluates true, <doer> will attempt the choices in order until one is found that succeeds. If the <doer> is a human, the doer can choose any valid operator (whose precondition holds at current situation) and determine the values for free variables, if any, in the operator.

5.4 Visualizing and Tracking Human-Agent Team Process

Petri nets are a well-established formalism for modeling concurrency, synchronization, and non-determinism etc in distributed systems [30]. Coover and McNelis have modeled team decision making in Petri nets [31], and experienced the difficulty in constructing and maintaining complex Petri net models of teams due to limited expressiveness of traditional Petri nets. As a formalism of high-level Petri nets, however, PrT nets have been successfully applied to model and verify multi-agent behaviors [32, 33]. Different from the modeling and verification approach that uses PrT nets as a frond-end tool, we have extended PrT nets to be an internal representation for capturing evolving status of team processes. Specifically, the PrT nets for a team are generated automatically in terms of teamwork specification in MALLET. The execution of team plans is captured by token games. Thanks to the graphical notation of PrT nets, we have implemented a tool for visualizing and tracking team processes. When humans are introduced into the loop of agent teamwork, the visualization offers human team members a visible picture of what their teammates are doing, which we believe is particularly useful for team training.

The major aspects of our extension to PrT nets include:

- hierarchical representation that is corresponding to the plan hierarchy in MALLET,
- interaction with individual knowledge base. Specifically, transitions firings are evaluated and performed according to the corresponding knowledge base, and
- communication with other nets. The communication among agents may change the marking of a PrT net.

Hence, an extended PrT net consists of:

- Predicates (i.e. first order places). A predicate may represent control information or correspond to a predicate in knowledge bases or preconditions/effects of operators/plans;
- Transitions. A transition may represent an abstraction of another PrT net (i.e. an invocation of some sub-plan in MALLET) or a basic operation (i.e. an invocation of some operator in MALLET). Each transition is associated with a doer or a list of doers (i.e. a team).
- Labeled arcs between predicates and transitions. An arc label is a tuple of constants and variables, which represents the parameters of the corresponding predicate. An arc from a predicate to a transition indicates the fact that the predicate is a precondition of the transition firing. An arc from a transition to a predicate means that the predicate is an effect of the transition firing.
- Logical inscription formulae of transitions. An inscription is a precondition of transition firing, and evaluated in terms of team member’s knowledge;
- Variable bindings for the corresponding plan invocation;
- Current marking, which represents current token distribution in predicates. Each token is a tuple of constants, representing either a fact, a belief, or a piece of control information (called control token).

Fig. 3 shows the PrT net generated for the teampatrol plan described in subsection 5.2. Each team member involved in plan teampatrol would have a copy of the PrT net. Invocations of operators and sub-plans (transfer, monitorAT, and othertasks) are represented by transitions. For an individual plan like monitorAT, the doer may expand the corresponding transition into another PrT net. For a team plan like
othertasks, each team member involved in the team plan may expand the transition. Transition t2 denotes the start of the plan execution. It is fireable only when the precondition of the plan is satisfied. Predicates p14, p15, and p16 synchronize the sequential steps among multiple team members. Transitions t6 and t7 coordinate the start and end of the parallel branches, respectively. In the course of plan execution, each member performs their own part and coordinates with others via communication of control tokens. Consider the first step \(\text{do} \ DM3 \ (\text{transfer} \ AW1 \ DM1)\). Firing transition o3 in the PrT net for DM2 does not mean DM2 is performing action \(\text{transfer} \ AW1 \ DM1\). Instead, it means DM2 is told that DM3 has finished this action and is ready to do the next.

Since CAST-DDD agents use JARE as the knowledge representation language, we specify the dynamic information by a predefined number of predicates. When such a predicate needs to be evaluated, the JareEngine Database Extension communicates with the DDD Domain Actor via the CAST Domain Actor to get the up-to-date values. Note that, these predefined predicates can be used to define inference rules in agents' knowledge base. The following are two rules for determining if a target is within the identification range of an asset, and if an asset is powerful enough to destroy a target, respectively.

\[
\text{(rule (id-range ?asset ?target)}
\begin{align*}
\text{(position ?asset ?x1 ?y1)} \\
\text{(position ?target ?x2 ?y2)} \\
\text{(radar ID-range ?asset ?id-radius)} \\
\text{(+ (* (- x1 x2) (- x1 x2))} \\
\text{ (* (y1 y2) (- y1 y2))} \\
\text{(* (?id-radius ?id-radius)}}
\end{align*}
\text{)}
\]

\[
\text{(rule (morepowerful ?asset ?target)}
\begin{align*}
\text{(strength ?asset ?power1)} \\
\text{(strength ?target ?power2)} \\
\text{(-= ?power1 ?power2)}
\end{align*}
\text{)}
\]

where predicates position, radar, and strength represent information on the simulation environment. When conditions id-range and morepowerful in a MALLE specification are evaluated, the JareEngine Database Extension will get corresponding data about position, radar, and strength from the DDD Domain Actor.

7. Communication for Agent Teamwork

Communication is a critical element for effective teamwork. The CAST-DDD provides several ways for team members to communicate:

- Communication performatives as operators. Some operators in the CAST-DDD actually involve communication and coordination among teammates. For example, transfer and transferinfo allow team members to transfer assets and information on targets to their teammates. This type of communication and coordination is realized through the DDD commands. Generally, it is possible to abstract other communication actions as operators, and implement them in the simulation domain.

- Free form messages. They are primarily used for the communication between human team members.

- Formatted email messages: team members may send their team members email-like messages with predefined formats of performatives, which form a simple agent communication language, like KQML [34] or FIPA ACL [35]. Formatted messages are implemented based on the free-form messages in the DDD. They are suitable for both agent-agent communication and human-agent communication.

- Proactive information exchange: (inherited from CAST). Based on the analysis of information needs indicated by the preconditions of plans and operators in MALLE specification, agents can proactively provide information that is useful for other agents to
make decisions. For example, when an agent has identified a target that is in the area of a teammate, the agent may proactively notify the teammate the nature of the target.

Communication operators as well as formatted email messages (particularly outgoing messages) can be embedded in the specification of team process. In addition, a top-level plan may be defined as a parallel task for processing asynchronous messages from teammates. The following specifies a plan scheme for DM to handle various incoming messages:

```
(plan DM-comm
 (process
   (par
     (while (not (done))
       (do (handleTransferRequest)))
     (while (not (done))
       (do (handleTransferInfoRequest)))
     (while (not (done))
       (do (handleFormattedMessages)))
   )
 ))
```

Each parallel branch handles one type of messages, e.g. requests for transferring an asset, requests for transferring information on some target, or formatted messages. A while loop is used to deal with all messages of the same type. The following plan specifies a simple way for responding to the messages of transfer requests. If the agent does own the requested asset and the asset is not occupied yet, the agent may agree to transfer the asset, otherwise decline the request.

```
(plan handleTransferRequest
  (precond (transferreq ?sender ?asset))
  (process
    (if (cond ((owner self ?asset))
             (free ?asset))
      (do (transfer ?sender ?asset))
      (do (declineTransfer ?sender ?asset)))
  )
)
```

It is worth mentioning that CAST_DDD agents may respond to their teammates and environment in a reactive way. The precondition (transferreq ?sender ?asset) of the handleTransferRequest plan may be viewed as a trigger for events of requesting asset transfer.

8. Conclusions

We have presented human-agent mixed teamwork for distributed team training in CAST-DDD, where software agents are automated teammates of human decision makers. An explicit representation has been explored to capture team structure and process that involves both humans and software agents. Although this work is based on the domain-specific simulation tool DDD, the approach is applicable to the integration of CAST with other similar simulation systems.

In the CAST-DDD experimentation, mixed human-agent teams have played a few DDD scenarios that were used for previous human-based experiments [36]. Input from AWACS subject matter experts was incorporated into our construction of basic expert models or teamwork plans. These plans consisted of patrolling for the purposes of detecting, identifying, and transmitting identification of friendly and hostile craft that appear in the simulation. Also, agents supported attacking hostile threats in their control zones and refueling operations for friendly assets. The mixture of humans and agents, where subordinate or minor roles in performing teamwork plans were replaced by agents, allowed for teamwork or team training activities with fewer humans involved. The agents had the performance to run in a mixed human-agent team of up to five total teammates.
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